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in art classics and romantics, so in philosophy, according
to James, there are also to be found two types, viz. the
"rationalist" and the "empiricist". The rationalist is
" your devotee to abstract and eternal principles ". The
empiricist is the " lover of facts in all their crude variety".1
Although no man can dispense either with facts or with
principles, yet entirely distinct points of view develop
which correspond with the value given to either side.
James makes ((rationalism " synonymous with "intel-
lectualism" and "empiricism" with "sensationalism".
Although, in my opinion, this comparison is not soundj
we will continue with James' line of thought, reserving
our criticism for the time being. According to his view,
an idealistic and optimistic tendency is associated with
intellectualism, whilst empiricism inclines to materialism
and a purely conditional and precarious optimism.
Rationalism (intellectualism) is always monistic. It begins
with the "whole" and the universal and unites things;
whereas empiricism begins with the part and converts
the whole into a collection. The latter therefore, may
be termed pluralistic. The rationalist is a man of feeling,
while the empiricist is a hard-headed creature. The
former is naturally disposed to a firm belief in free will,
the latter to fatalism. The rationalist is readily dogmatic
in his statements, while the empiricist is sceptical
(pp. 10 ff.) James describes the rationalist as tender-
minded^ the empiricist as tough-minded. His aim, clearly,
is to characterize the peculiar quality of the two mentali-
ties. We must take a further opportunity of examining
this characterization rather more closely. It is interesting
to hear what James has to say concerning the prejudices
which are mutually cherished by the two types. c( They
have a low opinion of each other. Their antagonism,
whenever as individuals their temperaments have been
1 p-9-

